The adidas Group greenENERGY Fund: KEY FACTS
The adidas Group greenENERGY Fund is like a sustainability venture capital fund for energy
efficiency and renewable energy projects. It is the first of its kind in the footwear and
apparel industry.
Its mission is to accelerate energy and carbon reduction projects – and deliver a net profit.
The Fund pools project costs and energy savings across its investments in owned and
leased real estate. This portfolio is managed like a profit centre.
adidas Group greenENERGY Fund History
The Fund was designed in 2012 with three goals:
 Accelerate carbon reductions
 Capture and verify energy and financial savings
 Track and share best practices across facilities globally
Pilot Phase 1: July – December 2012.
 Capital Pool: Invested $690k USD (€531k) across 7 projects
 Facilities served: North American corporate properties
 Results (forecast): 37% IRR - Return on Investment
Pilot Phase 2: January – December 2013
 Capital Pool: Currently investing $2M USD (€1.54M)
 Facilities served: All owned and leased properties globally.
 Results (forecast): 30-40% IRR - Return on Investment projected.
adidas Group greenENERGY Fund mechanics
The Fund is not a loan vehicle. Instead, sites retain the energy savings, as well as any
depreciation, labor and maintenance obligations or savings. Sites also usually lead the
installation and project management. Project applications are submitted to a Steering
Committee representing Finance, Engineering and Corporate Real Estate.
The Fund has two key powers that make it a uniquely effective carbon reduction tool:
 Business cases are evaluated based on their impact on a portfolio of projects. The Fund
targets a 20% Internal Rate of Return (IRR) across the portfolio, but allows flexibility at
individual project level. This way, energy efficiency projects with great financial returns
can be combined with high impact carbon projects that have a lower IRR.


If an individual carbon reduction project falls below the 20% return threshold, it
competes with other projects on the basis of Metric Tons C02-e reduced per dollar
invested. The higher the MT CO2-e/$, the higher priority it becomes to finance. In this
way, the Fund is engineered to maximize Net Present Value and carbon reduction.

Monitoring & Verification
Sites agree to a “Monitoring and Verification Plan” to measure savings from the project. This
way, successes, failures and new opportunities can be captured and shared with other sites.
All funded projects are also catalogued in an internal Sharepoint platform accessible to all
employees. These case studies become models and sources of inspiration for other
facilities. Case Studies are also updated as impacts change or lessons emerge.
Case Studies
A few examples of successfully implemented projects:

